Women for Sale?
Conference on the Criminalisation of the Purchase of Sex
Saturday 3rd September 2016
Hilton Grosvenor Hotel, Glasgow
“Recently the dialogue around this subject has been moving towards one of
sex work as a choice for women. As a women’s organisation, it is our position
that prostitution is a form of violence against women and is a consequence of
gender inequality. The SWC wants to bring the debate back to the root causes
of the sex trade and violence against women.”
Agnes Tolmie
Chair, SWC
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Introduction



Women are often forced or coerced into prostitution. They have no choice. They are influenced
by the men who continue to dominate the sex trade.
The role of social media has had a huge impact on the exploitation of women, including
revenge porn and highly sexualised images of women.

These were some of the issues which the SWC wanted to explore as part of this conference. It was
organised to bring the conversation back to the route cause of prostitution - the men who purchase it.
Women from throughout Scotland gathered to discuss issues around the purchase of sex and
violence against women and girls.
The event, held at the Hilton Grosvenor Hotel, Glasgow, on Saturday 3 September was chaired by
Agnes Tolmie, SWC Chair. Speakers were Kat Banyard, Trish Godman, Rhoda Grant MSP and Linda
Thompson. Following the powerful presentations, delegates took part in a question and answer
session. After lunch those attending were able to contribute their views, issues and concerns through
facilitated conversations.

Something to think about..
The man to the right is Ronald Leggatt, aged 65. He is a homeless man
who lives in New Jersey (USA).
Ronald was offered $5 from a wealthy business man. In return, the man
wanted to pour his Starbucks coffee on Ronald’s head and for this to be
filmed. Ronald agreed and did it twice. He suffered burns on his face and
scalp. When he was asked about it by passersby he responded by saying he
knew he was being humiliated and degraded but he needed the money too
badly to turn down the offer.
Here we have 
someone particularly vulnerable; and

someone with money and power taking advantage of this and causing harm.
Many people feel disgusted about this - sorry and sad for Ronald for having to go through this ordeal.
However,

Ronald chose to do it. He was a free agent who can choose what happens to his body.

He was a willing participant - nobody held him down.

He consented to all elements of it – both the act and filming.

He knew the potential consequences - no one would pour scolding hot coffee on themselves
not knowing that there would be consequences.

He financially benefitted from it - he gained $10.
If this scenario was changed
Consider a young woman in prostitution. People would not necessarily say they felt ashamed or
disgusted that she had gained £5 or £10 (the current going rate for a sexual activity).
Why? Because it’s different.
Why is it different? Because sex and women are involved.
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Agnes Tolmie

is the SWC Chair and has been an active campaigner in the women’s movement
for over thirty years.

Does a woman wake up in the morning and choose to sell her body? Does she think it is a positive
career choice? For most women this is not the case. Recent discussions around this subject have
been moving towards one that sex work is a women’s choice.
As an organisation, it is the SWC’s position that prostitution is a form of violence against women and
is both a cause and a consequence of gender inequality with women being subjected to exploitation
on a daily basis. Young women are often seen as easy targets for those exploiting the sex trade.
Sexualised images on social media from celebrities and ‘role models’ can be seen to contribute to
this. Many women in prostitution - especially those who are trafficked - are in a spiral of abuse and
see no way out.
Women in these situations need support, not punishment. Conviction for prostitution is often
penalised with a fine. Current legislation criminalises women. If men did not purchase sex, then there
would be no demand and therefore no trade in prostitution.
The Scottish Government has introduced legislation around street prostitution, harassment and
operating a brothel. However, the exchange of sexual services for money remains legal. We need
some form of leadership and commitment from the Scottish Government to recognise that women
are victims in prostitution and should not be punished. These women need support and guidance on
a number of levels to escape this cycle of abuse.
The SWC launched a booklet at this event entitled - A Guide on Images of Violence Against Women.
This booklet aims to show how highly sexualised everyday adverts and newspaper articles are and
how the young women of today look at them. It can be found on the website:
https://www.scottishwomensconvention.org/content/conferences/

Kat Banyard

is author of ‘Pimp State: Sex, Money and the Future of Equality’ (2016) and
‘The Equality Illusion: The Truth About Women and Men Today’ (2010). Kat is
also the founder of campaign group UK Feminista

“The toll it takes to speak out is huge. It takes great courage and generosity for women to speak out,
to share their experiences.”
Society is laced in contests of deep rooted power and money. This results in profound implications
for the future of equality between women and men. Policy choices for the government are stark:
recognise prostitution as work or abuse. Accept it, or work to end it.
But for all the controversy, all the ways the trade is packaged and marketed, it all boils down to a
simple product concept. Men can pay to sexually access the body of a female who does not freely
want to have sex with him. Money isn’t coincidence, its coercion. We have a term for that: sexual
abuse.
The sex trade only exists due to the demand from buyers. But who are they? Roughly 1 in 10 men
pay for sex. They are predominantly young professionals with a high number of sexual partners.
These men feel that they are entitled to women’s bodies and view women as a sexual object.
The justification for legalising/decriminalising prostitution is to recognise it as work. Women would,
therefore, have access to employment rights. Unlocking these rights means employment contracts.
Countries like Germany, however, have tried this and found that women do not want these
conditions. Women did not want their anonymity compromised. Concern was also raised about the
powers which brothels would have over them. Without contracts women are seen as self employed,
disregarding all health and safety aspects of the ‘job’.
What needs to be remembered throughout all of this is that the sex trade affects everyone.
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has campaigned against violence against women, amending the Criminal

Rhoda Grant Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 to make stalking an offence in

Scotland and subsequently taking forward the Domestic Abuse (Scotland) Act
2011 as member’s legislation, working to end sexual exploitation.
It is clear that it is men who predominantly purchase sex, making it a gender equality issue. We
need to remember, however, that transgender people are also affected. They are extremely
vulnerable to exploitation and need the same support.
When someone who, due to poverty and inequality, is so desperate that they can be bought for
sexual activity, they are immediately disempowered. This need for money - which women have - gives
a predator power over them. “Punters” often say if they pay for sex they can ask for activities that
they would not feel comfortable asking their wife or partner to perform. In fact, some often say that
if their wife or partner refuses they have no other option. This is exploitation.
Why are MSPs so reluctant to support criminalising the purchase of sex? Firstly, they have a
perception that people in prostitution are there of their own free will, that they have made that
choice. But once you take the time to consider the circumstances that may have lead someone into
prostitution you realise that there is no choice involved, simply desperate circumstances. Secondly,
the Scottish Government want to avoid contentious issues.
We need public information campaigns. We need to inform and persuade people of the merits of
ending demand for prostitution to help those who are being exploited now. We also need to prevent
others falling victim in the future.
“To make politicians listen, we need to get public demand to change.”

Trish Godman

was one of Scotland’s first MSPs. She served as Deputy Presiding Officer of
the Scottish Parliament for many years.

In 2007, Trish moved amendments to the Criminal Justice Bill to make it a criminal offence to buy
sex. This was the result of a well supported, enthusiastic campaign by ‘End Prostitution Now.’ From
the beginning it became clear that those campaigning to criminalise the purchase of sex would
encounter both hostility and indifference. It was, however, disappointing to receive this from friends
and colleagues.
An example of this was when Trish’s husband was at a trade union event, supporting a woman MP in
speaking about the 50/50 Campaign. After addressing the room, he was subjected to views from a
senior official, who asked him: “You don’t actually believe that crap, do you?”.
During campaigning, pointing out that there was something unjust about penalising women for
selling sex with no punishment for the buyer was met with blank stares from both men and women.
Challenging the acceptance of prostitution threw up some interesting comments, such as the age
old: “It’s something that men have and always will do. It doesn’t cause any harm.”
When put to the Committee, Margo MacDonald brought forward an amendment that an offence
should be breach of peace. This, however, does not penalise the exploitation or the violence and
abuse. Furthermore, it has been said that men should only be charged if the women are subject to
force. This shows that only certain victims are worthy of the protection of the law.
The amendments that Trish put forward to the Bill were not accepted. The Minister said there was
not enough investigation, evidence or statics to support their passage.
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Linda Thompson focuses on sexual exploitation and gender inequality through public
education, capacity building and strategic work.

There are two main approaches that exist towards sex work:


Prostitution as a violation of women’s rights. This results in and maintains gender inequality
for women; is harmful for those involved and has wider negative consequences.



Prostitution itself promotes gender equality by promoting a women’s right to control what she
wants to do with her body; it is a form of work and focus should be safety.

Both approaches condemn the current legal policies enforcing criminal sanctions against sex
workers. Both recognise that sex workers are disproportionally vulnerable to violence, an issue
largely neglected in policy-making.
Prostitution is both a cause and consequence of gender inequality. Attempts to legitimise the
purchase of sex effectively sanctions the bodies of women as acceptable commodities to be bought
for sexual purposes, whilst institutionalising the rights of men as purchasers of these bodies.
Inside a system where voices are most likely to validate power, “listening to sex workers” often
means uncritically accepting the public statements of a small majority of women in prostitution.
These women are, in the main, likely to be white, young and able-bodied.
The real ‘other side of the story’ which is not often discussed needs to be debated. The men who buy
women, the real reason why this ‘industry’ even exists, are rarely spoken about and almost never
publically examined. Instead, the issue is sold as women against women - our own worst enemies while men go on legislating to make purchasing sexual access to women as easy and cheap for
themselves as possible. They continue to convince themselves that their exploitation of women is
harmless and we choose it.

Panel from left:
Linda Thompson,
Kat Banyard,
Trish Godman
Rhoda Grant

SWC Booklet
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Question and Answer Session
Q1. How do we as women - as mothers, aunts, sisters - try to influence young men in society?
Linda Thompson (LT) - On one hand we need to challenge demand and on the other we need to
change the notion that there is a right of entitlement and access to sex. Public education is very
important. But where do we start? It’s not necessarily all about introducing new resources to school.
We can have discussions with young men about relationships and gender equality. This information
can also be put into sex education classes at schools to challenge the idea that we don’t have the
right to have sex. We can teach young people about consent and negotiation. It definitely has to
happen in the home but we need to look at how we can get it into education channels.
Kat Banyard (KB) - Cultural views are forcing men to think they have sexual entitlement and this is
becoming a huge problem. This is why legislation to prevent paying for sex is so important. We can
act collectively as a society to make significant historical changes towards this view.
Trish Godman (TG) - We have to learn how to talk
to boys and men about exploiting the
position of women. We need to get them talking
about gender issues, so that they can then go into
work and talk to friends and family feeling
confident that they can pass on these views. Both
genders are equal and men need to realise this.
We now have a publication “Get It Right For
Girls.” We need something to run along side this
for boys. Something a little different but still has
the same outcome.
Rhoda Grant (RG) - There is a concern in society around good quality sex education in school. We are
hearing more and more about young boys and girls getting their sexual education from pretty grim
pornography. This is skewing boys and girls attitudes towards sex and each gender. As a society we
have been bad at educating our girls and boys about sex. There is not enough information given
about consent and respect. This damages all children if they do not have the right information.
Furthering this, should we have specialist teachers when it comes to sex education? How can we
involve relationships and gender equality into sex education?
Q2. What are the impacts on women in general with regards to attitudes and safety?
KB - The prostitution trade doesn’t exist in a vacuum. There is a reason why brothel owners and
pimps are organised and advocate for particular legislative approaches - they stand to benefit. For
example, a group that many may have heard of that supports so-called full decriminalisation
Amnesty International. In their draft policy to back up this idea, they worked in partnership with The
Global Network of Sex Work Projects. This group has done an incredible job of legitimising their
claims and getting into corridors of powers. They have previously been co-chairs of an advisory group
to UNAIDS to advise on their policy towards prostitution. Last year, their advice supervisor was jailed
for 15 years for sex trafficking. The group did not disown the individual - they backed her up.
RG - If we have a society that says women cannot be bought and sold, then we have a society that is
becoming more equal. It is a wider society issue. Tackling this issue could bring down sexual
violence. There is an urgent need to protect those who are being exploited as well as every other
woman. We need to remember that exploitation is a societal issue and that it affects everyone.
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Q3. If future Bills are put before the Scottish Parliament, how will they be addressed in terms of
devolved or reserved issues with regards to women in prostitution, especially when accessing public
funds?
TG - With the devolved powers we have, we must fight to get the money for resources to help
vulnerable women. This is why we need the evidence. In order to put forward a case to the Scottish
Parliament, we need as much evidence as possible to show politicians what is actually happening on
the ground. This shows what people want, what people talk about and that people want change.
RG - The Human Trafficking Act allows women who have been trafficked to access public funds as a
means of protection. We have a lot of powers devolved to us about how we use funding. The Welfare
Fund for example was set up in Scotland for Scotland. We need to make sure those funds are in
place to help people. Women are looking for a service to support them to exit prostitution. It is not
just the damage of sexual exploitation, but also the damage that life has done to these women that
has left them in this position.
Q4. Refugee women and women who have been trafficked to Scotland do not have access to public
funds. How can we help women on the streets not to become victims of domestic violence?
Q5. Women sell their bodies because of poverty. A Citizens Wage would give women a different
choice. How can we let women know they have other options?
Q6. There is a multi-level approach to this and there is a clear inequality towards women. Is there is a
danger in prosecuting the men who purchase sex? Will women get pushed underground as there will
still be poverty for women?
All speakers agreed that poverty was a main theme throughout all three of the above questions.
As such, each speaker answered the questions
as a collective.
LT - Poverty drives women into prostitution but it
is not the cause - it’s a push factor. We need to
have realistic exiting strategies for these women.
We already have structures in place like working
with Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG)
organisations. In reality the sex trade has moved
online and that’s where we need to look. It’s not even on the dark web, it is fully visible for people to
see. We have to look at what we’re talking about. Short-term, we need to look at safety and
protection and reducing harm for those involved. We can, however, also have a long term vision. The
Scottish Government already say that they want to prevent and eradicate all forms of VAWG. We
therefore need a prevention strategy which leads to having a zero tolerance towards the industry.
KB - Economic inequality and poverty are major issues and the main drivers of women getting into
prostitution. But remember that a man’s poverty hasn't put demand on women to purchase their
bodies. The most important point is that sexual exploitation is not a solution to poverty, We should
work to end inequality between men and women and the views of a man’s entitlement to sex.
Furthermore, we need to look at how men play on women’s vulnerability which results in them being
pushed into the trade.
There are problems in legislating. When talking about decriminalising the selling of sex and
criminalising the purchase of sex, you will get met with answers of “you will just make it worse.”
There is also a notion that women will be drawn underground. If you criminalise the purchase of sex,
it will give women less time to assess the risks posed by the man buying them.
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TG - Giving a political view, we need to be given more powers over social security. The power however
isn't as simple as it seems. Decisions are made in Edinburgh. They may not see or know about some
of the issues here in Glasgow. We need to talk to MSPs. It will be hard to talk about sexual
exploitation as some people do not understand it and do not see it as being harmful. We’ve got to,
however, fight and argue this case. We will be fighting against so many issues that people think are
more important and beneficial to society,
RG - How can we stop women getting into poverty? It is, after all, the main driver behind all of this.
Social security must become devolved and a system set up for Scotland which is different from the
rest of the UK. This will give women the right to the help they need.
It is not just about criminalising the demand, or exit strategies. It’s about inequality within society.
We have to look at how society drives prostitution and remember that everyone is entitled to be
treated with respect and dignity.

Young Women’s Achievement Award
The Young Women’s Achievement Award has been given out for the past four years to young women
who have made a contribution to their work, community and to society in general. It is important to
the Scottish Women’s Convention that when young women set out and achieve something valuable
in society it is recognised. We need more positive role models for young women rather than the
negative press. We need young confident women who believe in themselves and support others.
Young women nominated for this award are under the age of 25 and are put forward by someone
who feels they deserve recognition. Many young women do not know they have been nominated.
The Scottish Women’s Convention would like to congratulate
Shilla Zwizwai on winning this year’s Young Women’s
Achievement Award.
Shilla lives in Inverclyde but is originally from Zimbabwe. She
arrived in Scotland after escaping sexual abuse in her own
country. She arrived to a new culture and surroundings but has
found the strength to talk about her experiences. She also
found herself in the care system.
Shilla is the founder of Scottish based charity called “Justice for
the Silenced.” The organisation is dedicated to giving a voice to
victims of sexual abuse and rape through enhancing their
human rights, education and health. Since the establishment of
the organisation, Shilla has been supporting children in
Zimbabwe by funding their education and needs as well as
building new facilities around the school. In 2014, she was appointed as ambassador for the charity
“Who Cares Scotland.” She talks about her own experiences of being in the Scottish care system to
the Scottish Government, public and private sector organisations to create change. She also works
with children and young people to ensure that they are aware of their rights and do not face the
discrimination and barriers she has experienced.
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Roundtable Discussions
Question One
After having listened to today’s discussions so far, what do you think needs to be
done to challenge and change attitudes in order to highlight the harmful impact of
sex for sale?
Education
Schools could introduce information about the dangers of society’s views towards each gender and
sex. This would allow the difference in attitudes between boys and girls around sex to be explored.
Education will illustrate that boys and girls are of equal importance.
Gender studies should be made widely available widely through the Curriculum for Excellence (CfE).
Assistance from the third sector may be a way to address this, however many organisations which
could help are too often underfunded. In school these subjects are suffering in budget cuts,
particularly because of the focus on attainment.
“I think targeting young boys is the way forward. If you asked them about women and prostitution or
commercial sexual exploitation, they probably wouldn’t know much about it. If, however, you asked if
they would be happy if it was their sister/aunt/mum then it might put it into perspective.”
Education at home is also important. The way in which
children are raised can have an impact on their views and
opinions. Women hold the power to change perceptions by
sharing their views more widely with their sons and
daughters who can, in turn, educate others. Mothers can
empower young women while they are still at home. Young
men can also be taught about dignity, respect and equality.
Boys seem to be exposed to violence and sexual aggression
from a young age, particularly from the media etc. We need
to protect our boys from the stereotypes and behaviour as well as protecting our girls from the
repercussions of this.
“I brought my sons up to respect women. Now that they are older and have families of their own, they
fully value and have regard for their partners. They are also passing their knowledge onto their
children.”
We need high profile men to join the cause, making it clear that “a real man doesn’t have to buy
sex.” Many men already oppose the purchase of sex but don’t speak out about it. Male role models
would go some way to changing attitudes.
There needs to be more education for the public around prostitution and how it is linked to poverty,
drug abuse and violence. We need to remind people it is not a life style chosen by women. Public
awareness campaigns in the media and targeting large sporting events could be the way to do this .
The Media
Social media contributes to the unrealistic images which portray women and normalises the
sexualisation of women and young girls. Celebrities are not afraid to show off their “sexy” side and
young girls are copying this.
“There have been two huge media campaigns to change peoples behaviour towards smoking and
drink driving. I do feel it would need to be something like that to help drive this forward.”
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The media pick and choose what they promote, many important issues never get attention as they
are not “sexy” enough. When they do cover such issues, they are often not interested in the view of
the victim.
Young girls are subjected to pressure from the media. A fully dressed female in a music video or
advert would prove that you don’t need to be half naked to be attractive.
“Wee girls are being sexualised in music videos. I don’t want my grandkids growing up thinking that
this is how women should think or act.”
There needs to be a lobby of the media, demonstrating the harmful impact of sexual and exploitative
images of women and girls. This will help to take pressure from women and girls, who too often feel
they have to live up to unrealistic expectations.
“We need to challenge the media on the images they portray.”

Society
Porn culture is tolerated and normalised. As a result of
constant exposure to this type of behaviour, using women for
sex has become acceptable. Changing people perceptions of
how women should think, act, dress etc will take time, but it
can be done.
If a man wants power, he will get it. If that means buying sex, he will do it and go to great lengths to
gain that power.
“Many people don’t associate prostitution with violence against women. We must be explicit about
the violence used. Shock tactics.”
There are also issues around stigma and the purchase of sex. Many people are scared to speak out
about the issue as it is very controversial. People fear the repercussions. Why is there a stigma for
the women who are forced to sell sex, but none attached to the men who buy them?
“Everyday language must change.”
In order to bring the public into the debate, we need to get men talking about prostitution. Some
men do not find it socially acceptable but are generally put under peer pressure by others - e.g. at
stag do’s, on holidays particularly in Amsterdam, etc.
“We need to provide evidence on how sexual exploitation affects everyone in society.”

Question Two
Moving forward, how do we encourage and persuade the politicians to legislate to
criminalise the purchase of sex?
“Don’t assume MSP’s and MP’s know about this subject.”
It is frustrating that politicians do not fully understand or know about this issue. Criminalising the
purchase of sex should be a priority and debated in the Parliament. We need to educate the
politicians on the implications from the purchase of sex. It is a threat to everyone.
“Let’s keep the focus on gender equality.”
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Local Councillors, MSPs and MPs need to be lobbied on the matter. Questions also need to be asked
at First Ministers questions to keep the issue at the forefront of discussions.
“Full decriminalisation is not enough.”
Public opinion is the most effective way to challenge perceptions and preconceived ideas around
prostitution. Only then will the subject be taken seriously. If more politicians change their point of
view then pressure can be put on the Scottish Government to make changes.
“People do not associate sex trafficking and prostitution with Scotland and the UK.”
Since 1st June 2015 it has been a criminal offence to purchase sex in Northern Ireland, with
offenders subject to a maximum penalty of one year in prison and a fine of £1,000. Police Scotland
have said that if the same law applied to Scotland, then it would be enforced.
The message has to be that prostitution is a form of violence against women. People are not
commodities. The buying and selling of a human being is abuse.
“Our children, families and communities deserve better!”
The public could write a personal letter to their local elected representative,
outlining their concerns around prostitution, the lack of legislation, the
impact of human trafficking and violence against women.
“Keep chipping away at the politicians. Don’t give up!”
We live in a capitalist country where some things can be sold and
purchased. A person’s body, emotions and personality must not be sold or traded for money. We
need to remind politicians of this. Make them think like a consumer.
Other organisations have used many different tactics to lobby politicians - e.g. mugs and other
merchandise. We should try this to get peoples attention.
“Is our message clear enough? We need to ensure there is no confusion between full
decriminalisation and the criminalisation of the purchase of sex.”

Feedback from the day
“Very informative and
thought provoking.”
“Thank you for creating a
space for vital conversations
on women’s rights to dignity
and respect.”

“I feel very empowered and enjoyed listening
and getting involved in discussion.”
“It was a really useful day. The discussion
was productive and helped increase my
understanding of criminalising demand.”

“... it has made me more determined to work towards change for some of the
most vulnerable women and young people in our world.”
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The SWC is funded by the Scottish
Government to communicate and
consult with women in Scotland in
order to influence public policy.
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or find us on
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